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In several speeches given between 1979 and 1988,  indian philosopher and 
historian P.R. Sarkar made startling revelaBons concerning the Mayan 
civilizaBon. According to him, the Mayan civilizaBon was a «  transplanted 

Indian civilizaBon.  It went from South India to Central America during the 
Chola, Pandya and Pallava dynasBes of the Indian Middle Ages. » He specifically 
indicated that it first migrated to Central America during the rule of the 
Pallavas.  This period corresponds to the Classic Period of the Mayan civilizaBon 
(4th to 10th century) which also sees a peak in large-scale construcBons and 

urbanism. Due to the contacts between India and America, many centuries 
before the discovery of that conBnent by Christopher Colombus, the Indian and 
the transplanted Mayan civilizaBon existed side by side. Sarkar actually 
explained that ‘Mayadviipa’ (Mayan island), the Sanskrit name for America, 

came from the name of the Mayan civilizaBon. However, while the Indians had 
invented the wheel several millenia before, the Mayas lagged behind due to the 
fact that they never knew its use. Sarkar once pointed out that a true 
civilizaBon must have four signs of progress : agriculture, wheel, dress and 

script. According to him, many old civilizaBons disapeared from the annals of 
history because they simply could not invent the wheel and could not make 
carts and chariots.  It was for that very reason that the Mayan civilizaBon had 
its downfall and was forced in subsequent Bmes to concede defeat at the hands 

of other civilizaBons. This was, he said  « due to some slight defect. »  He 
nonetheless acknowledged that the ancient Mayan civilizaBon of America  was 
at one Bme « more advanced that many other civilizaBons. » As the Mayas did 
not have the wheel, Sarkar said that they used deers as draX animals to pull 

their sledges. 

Another dazzling informaBon given by P.R. Sarkar concerns the ancient Mayan 
language. We must menBon here what he said about the life expectancy of 



languages. As the author of extensive studies on linguisBcs, Sarkar indicated 
that the average lifespan of any language was roughly 1000 years. He once 

showed the evoluBon of a single verbal group ‘I am going’ from Sanskrit to 
Hindi language and compared it to ancient Mayan language : 

      Alam gacchami => Alamni gacchate huim => Main jata hum (Hindi) =>        
Jahta hui (Mayan langugage).  

Modern scienBsts have achieved significant success in deciphering the Mayan 
calendar but they are sBll strugling to decode their hieroglyphic system of 
wriBng. They claim that almost 90% of the exisBng Mayan texts can now be 

read with fair accuracy. The problem is that there are almost no ancient 
documents leX. Thousands of invaluable codices or wri_en records of the 
Mayas  were ruthlessly destroyed in 1562 by Spanish bishop Diego de Landa. 
Only four codices are leX today including the famous Dresden Codex which is 

considered the most important pre-Hispanic document. It deals with 
astronomy, cosmogony, mathemaBcs, religion, divinaBon, mythology and 
agriculture. Apart from those codices, two other precious documents were 
discovered at the beginning of the eighteenth and nineteeth centuries : The 

Popol Vuh and the books of Chilam Balam. The first one,  which was wri_en 
between 1554 and 1558  in Maya-Quiche language using LaBn alphabet with 
Spanish orthography, is a series of chronicles about the creaBon of mankind, 

the acBons of the gods and the history of 
the Kiche people. The second ones are a 

set of Yucatecan Mayan documents 
wri_en with Spanish characters and 
compiled between the seventeenth to 
nineteenth centuries. They are propheBc 

texts with historical and calendrical 
accuracy (the Mayas seem to have 

predicted the arrival of the Spaniards) as well as informaBon about everyday 
life, medecine and eBology. Mayan inscripBons are also found on stelae or 

standing stone slabs, stone lintels, sculptures and po_eries. Archeologists seem 
to have closed their eyes to the obvious relaBon between America and the 



Orient, whether it be with architecture, religious beliefs, social life or language 
whose vocabulary oXen close to Sanskrit or Tamil has oXen been  distorted by 

European pronunciaBon. 

The ancient Mayas spoke over 35 different languages and 28 of them are sBll 
spoken today. Their old system of wriBng contained more than 800 characters 
including hieroglyphs and phoneBc signs. Their interpretaBon and transcripBon 

has unfortunately been misinterpreted. However, as we will see here, the 
vocabulary of some of their languages is surprisingly similar tu Sanskrit or Tamil. 
Let us first try to elucidate the mystery of the name ‘Maya’. It is oXen thought 
that it came from Mayapan, the last great capital of the Mayas of Yucatan 

during the Postclassic Period which lasted from about 1200 to 1450 . The city 
was founded in the 11th century but, since the Cholas and the Pallavas already 
knew the land of Mayadviipa or land of the Mayas in the 8th century, it could 
definitely not be a valid explanaBon. It could more possibly come from the 

name of the Pallava port of Mayalapuram. Another possible origin could be the 
Tamil word ‘mayan’, which means architect. Another explanaBon could come 
from Mamuni Mayan, the author of Mayamata Vastu Shastra, a treaBse on the 
tradiBonal indian system of architecture. The first expediBon to America could 

have been dedicated to the great founder of this science of architecture. Finally, 
those explorers were so dazzled by this newly discovered country and its alien 
civilizaBon that they thought they had traveled to ‘mayaloka’, a magic world. 

If we look at the names of some of the great Mayan ciBes, we will find some 

mind-boggling correlaBon. Hidden in the tropical rain forest of Peten, in 
Guatemala, stands a giant Mayan metropolis which, at its 8th century peak, had 
more than 3000 colorful temples and palaces and housed more than 60000 
people. Its magnificence which was unmatched in the Mayan world was best 

summarized in the meaning of its Tamil name : Tikal, the place of splendour and 
enlightenment. Further south, on the border of Honduras and Guatemala, lays 
the Mayan city of Copan, an architectural jewel with carved stone sculptures 
that decorate plazas and temples and a most amazing stairway carved with 

2200 hieroglyphs. Like Tikal, it had its hour of glory during the 8th century. Here 
again, if we look for the etymology of its name in Tamil language, we find the 



word ‘copanam’ which curiously means an auspicious and beauBful place with 
stone steps. Each Mayan city had a specific purpose. Perched on limestone cliffs 

overlooking the Caribbean, 130 kilometers south of the Mexican city of Cancun, 
Tulum is the only known coastal city of the Mayan world. A busy seaport 
trading mainly in turquoise and jade as well as a place of pilgrimage,  it was 
protected by a 780 meter long and seven meter thick wall. The city seems to 

date back to the 7th century and was sBll inhabited when the Spaniards arrived 
in 1518. Its name is strangely similar to the Tamil word ‘tulumpu’ which can be 
translated by ‘shining place’. Let us travel now to Belize, the former BriBsh 
Honduras, tucked between the Caribbean Sea and the raiforest of the eastern 

coast of Central America. The country has twelve major Mayan archeological 
sites including Altun Ha, which is located about 45 kilometers north of Belize 
City and surrounded by a rich wildlife. The site, with its ceremonial center and 
its temples, was discovered in the 1950s and seems to have been a wealthy 

place of about 10000 inhabitants which mainly traded in carved jade. Another 
interesBng feature of Altun Ha is the presence of a large water reservoir called 
‘Rockstone Pond’ which gave its name to the site. If we search for a possible 
Tamil etymology, we find the word ‘alltu’, which means ‘plunge into water’. If 

we now compare Mayan and Sanskrit words, we find undisputable 
concordance.  Mother Earth is called ku in sanskrit and kuh in Mayan. Conch is 
kambu in Sanskrit and k’an bub in Mayan. Dwarf is ch’a-B in Mayan and choB 
means small in Sanskrit etc. If linguists and archeologists could make a careful 
comparaBve study of some Mayan languages, especially Cholan languages 

(Chontal, Ch’ol, Ch’orB and CholB), they would definitely find a close 
relaBonship with Tamil. Let us not forget that the Cholas and the Pallavas spoke 
both Tamil and Sanskrit. That fact should be considered when analysing the 
phonology, morphology, syntax and semanBcs of different Mayan languages as 

well as the ethymology of the original names of Mayan monuments and ciBes. 
This should actually not be limited to the Mayan civilisaBon but include as well 
some other great Pre Columbian civilizaBons like the Incas. As an example, P.R. 
Sarkar once menBoned that the name of the lost Incan city of Machu Picchu 

was derived from two Sanskrit words ‘Matsya’ and ‘Puccha’ which mean 
respecBvely fish and tail. Machu Picchu would therefore not mean ‘Old 
Mountain’ as it is believed today, but Fishtail.  By some strange coincidence, the 



Himalayan mountain of Central Nepal called Machapucchare or Fishtail has 
almost exactly the same shape than the Huayna Picchu peak.  

Scholar Ramon Mena, author of Synthesis of American Archeology, said that 
the Mayan language was ‘of Hindu origin’. He further stated : « A deep mystery 
surrounds the tribes that inhabited the state of Chiapas in the district named 

Palenque. Their wriBng and the anthropological type, their system and style of 
construcBon all speak of India and the Orient. » The Mayas of Palenque actually 
spoke Cholan-tztetzal and Ch’orB. In his two-volume treaBse, the eminent 
scholar Miles Pointdexter, the  former american ambassador to Mexico, also 

called the Mayan civilizaBon « unquesBonably Hindu. » Satellite imagery has 
shown that there are sBll hundreds of yet unexcavated buildings in the 
overgrown jungles of Chiapas, Guatemala, Belize and El Salvador. These cultures 
apparently evolved in total separaBon from the Orient, yet when we dig into 

the Mayan and other Mesoamerican cultures, we find an unexpected common 
connecBon. The Mayas developed, under some foreign influence, a set of 
beliefs remarkably similar in many ways to Indo-Aryan culture. Dr. Michael D. 
Coe (1929-2019), a renowned anthropologist and archeologist who was a 

foremost authority on Mayan civilizaBon and culture, was absolutely convinced 
that there were not only amazing parallels between both civilizaBons but that 
there must have been contacts between them. He oXen said with humour that 
nobody would believe him if he stood firm on that idea but that he would 
dedicate the la_er years of his life to resolve that mystery. He unfortunately 

died before doing so. Although I only met him through his books like ‘The 
Maya’ or ‘Breaking the Maya Code’, I humbly feel that by a_empBng to solve 
this enigma, I am somehow fulfilling Michael Coe’s dream.  

  

In light of the informaBon given by P.R. Sarkar and before we analyse further  
the striking similariBes between the Indian and Mayan civilizaBons,  let us have 
a look at the ocean voyaging ability of the medieval South Indian dynasBes. The 
history of ancient India amply demonstrates that Indians were master 

navigators who built huge ships to travel the high seas frequently and bring 



their most developed civilizaBon to the four corners of the world, thus creaBng 
powerful thalassocracies. The Late Classic period of 600 to 900 AD witnessed 

the apogee of Mayan civilizaBon and architecture. It corresponds to the 
possible arrival of South Indian ships to the shores of Central America. Those 
vessels must have carried Indian master builders with their skills of erecBng 
large monuments with the basic formulas and measurements of Vastu Shastra, 

the system of Vedic architecture science (the ancestor of Feng Shui). Its base 
measure and square grid methodology is common in both Indian and Mayan 
architecture. 

The Cholas had the largest naval fleet in Asia and were the greatest mariBme 

power in the region. More than half a million people were employed in their 
navy. Their extensive mariBme and commercial acBvity gave them supremacy 
over a vast mariBme empire covering the whole of Southeast Asia where their 
cultural and religious heritage leX a deep imprint. Their major ports, 

KaveripoompaBnam and NagappaBnam, were hubs of trade and commerce 
which also a_racted many religious faiths. 

 



The 8th century wooden sailing ship depicted in some bas reliefs of the 
Borobudur Temple in Central Java is an example of the type of vessel used by 

the South Indian dynasBes for naval expediBons. A replica of this ship  was built 
in Indonesia in 2003 by BriBsh sailor and adventurer Philip Beale. He wanted to 
prove that the indian dynasBes who ruled Indonesia from the 7th century could 
organize extensive voyages of exploraBon on similar vessels. The expediBon 

traveled  to Madagascar and later reached Ghana, in West Africa. 

While North India interacted with foreign powers through land, the Pallava 
dynasty poured resources in developing port ciBes. Ships sailed the vast 
expanse of the Indian and the Pacific oceans to foreign lands. Mahabalipuram 

and Mayalapuram were very busy trade centers with ships from Southeast Asia 
and Europe flocking to these busy ports. They used to trade in co_on, silk, 
horses, aromaBc wood, gold and precious stones. Wealth derived from this 
lucraBve foreign trade flowed into the Pallava coffers and a considerable 

amount was used to develop ciBes, build temples and patronize the arts. 
Evidence of Pallava influence on foreign shores have been uncovered in many 
places. Countries like Yavadviipa (Indonesia), Maharlika (Philippines), Kamboja 
(Cambodia), Shyamadesh (Thailand) or Champa (South Vietnam) were greatly 

influenced by the Pallavas of Kanchi and were once Indian kingdoms where 
both Brahmanism and Buddhism thrived. 

 



Nothing could have prevented the seafaring Pallavas and Cholas with their large 
fleet and their considerable naval knowledge to undertake such a daring sea 

journey across the Pacific Ocean from their Indonesian ports in order to search 
for that mysterious Mayadviipa. They would have had to sail toward the Maluku 
archipelago in July or August and then head north in the direcBon of the 
Mariana islands to catch the Kuroshio current which would lead them to the 

California coast. They would finally head toward the Mexican coast and most 
probably dock at a river mouth on the present coastal region of Chiapas or 
further south on the coast of Guatemala. The return voyage would take place in 
March or April in order to follow the North equatorial current between the 

10th and 11th parallels which would push their ships on a straight direcBon to 
Indonesia. The outward journey of approximately 9800 nauBcal miles (18150 
km) would be longer and more perilous and could take about two and a half 
months, while the return voyage would be undertaken in less than two months 

with an average speed of 7 knots (13 km per hour). The 2000  nauBcal miles 
(3700 km) between Yogyakar_a (present day Jakarta) and Mamallapuram 
would be traveled in about two weeks.  

What moBvated the Indians to undertake such a long voyage and how could 
they have known about the existence and the locaBon of the American 
conBnent ?  Trade, cultural exchange and missionary zeal would have certainly 
been some of the main reasons. Let’s not forget that the ocean has always been 
a cultural vehicle, a geographic link and a dynamic element of expansion. As to 

the knowledge of the Mayan territory locaBon, which stretched from Southern 
Mexico to Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador (an area of about 315000 
square kilometers), we have to look at the extent of the indian Shri Sailendra 
kingdom in Indonesia and its obvious proximity with  Polynesian islands. New 

discoveries are raising the quesBon about possible encounters and perhaps 
migraBons between Polynesia and America. GeneBc research adds to growing 
evidence of ancient contact across the Pacific Ocean. In 1947, Thor Heyendahl, 
a Norwegian ethnographer, sailed 4300 miles (7960 km) from South America to 

French Polynesia on a primiBve raX, the Kon-Tiki, to prove that ancient 
Amerindian peoples were capable of crossing the Pacific Ocean. The sweet 



potato (which gives 400% of the daily vitamin A requirement), is a naBve root 
vegetable from Yucatan and Central America. Columbus crew first came into 

contact with the sweet potato in 1492. But how can we explain that we find 
early records of this vegetable in Central Polynesia as early as 700 A.D. How did 
the Polynesians get the sweet potato ?  Was it brought to the Pacific islands by 
precolumbian people or did Polynesians bring it back from  America ? But what 

if Indians discovered the sweet potato during their  expediBons to Mayadviipa ?  
Together with the incredibly nutriBous avocado, domesBcated by the Mayas, 
the sweet potato would have been a very energeBc and useful food for the 
Indian crews during their long ocean crossings.  

 Indian travels across the Pacific Ocean must have forged a deep bond between 
those two civilizaBons. The possibility of early contacts between ancient 
civilizaBons of the Old World and the New World is unsurprisingly not 
acceptable to most archeologists and historians. Fortunately there are those 

who remain open-minded and hold a different view. That is why more serious 
efforts must be made to connect the ancient american civilizaBons with those 
of ancient India. By exploring this unique cultural connecBon which has been 
lost to the world for a long Bme, we may find undisputable proofs that could 

corroborate P.R. Sarkar’s theory. 

 

In pre-Hispanic Bmes, the Mayas occupied a wide territory with mountains and 
plains, rain forests and arid regions, lands with rivers, lakes and waterfalls 



together with long stretches of sea coast. It covered what are now the Mexican 
states of Quintana Roo, Campeche, Yucatan, Tabasco and Eastern Chiapas, 

Guatemala, Belize, the western part of Honduras and El Salvador or about 
315000 square kilometers (roughly the size of Poland). This extraordinary 
civilizaBon built hundreds of vast stone ciBes with huge pyramidal temples, 
measured  Bme and mapped the heavens. About 380 archeological sites have 

been so far discovered and hundreds more may be hidden under thick layers of 
vegetaBon. Those ciBes could have sheltered more than 100000 inhabitants 
and some of their temples were among the largest in the world. The Mayas also 
had an incredible knowledge of astronomy and were able to make a very 

precise calculaBon of  the solar year at 365 days, 5 hours and 48 minutes. They 
were even able to figure out the 584 day synodic period of Venus (which was 
only discovered 800 years later in the Western world). What is extremely 
interesBng  is their knowledge of the concept of zero which was only known at 

that Bme in another place in the world : India. Could it be purely coincidental ? 
The starBng date of the Great Cycle of the Mayan calendar is  11 August 3114 
BC. This date is remarkably close the beginning of Kali Yuga, the last era in a 
cycle of four Hindu ages which starts on 18 February 3102. 

The widespread use of the serpent god Kukulkan bears a ressemblance with the 
imagery in many Hindu temples, not only on the indian subconBnent but also 
across Southeast Asia like in the ancient Ounkarabha_a Shiva temple, known 
today as Angkor Wat, or at the Shivagrha temples in present Prambanan 

(Central Java). Every religion implies both exoteric and esoteric knowledge and 
pracBce. The very complex world of Mayan gods, religious pracBces and 
symbolism is no excepBon. It seems to mirror the Indian and Tibetan tradiBons 
which have their roots in Tantric pracBces. In Tantra, the lowest vertebra of the 

spinal cord is called kula. The kundalili, a dormant spiritual energy resembling a 
coiled serpent, is located at this vertebra point.  In Tantra sadhana or tantric 
meditaBon, the kundalini can be awakened  by a guru and made to rise along 

t h e s p i n a l c o r d , w h i l e 

d e v e l o p i n g s p i r i t u a l 
potenBaliBes, Bll it unites 



with the nucleus consciousness at the sahasrara chakra which corresponds to 
the pineal gland. This chakra is always represented as a one thousand petal 

lotus. If we translate them into kundalini and sahasrara chakra, the recurrent 
associaBon of the serpent and the water-lily imagery in Mayan symbolism could 
be quite puzzling. The Mayas actually used the symbol of the serpent in the 
same way than the ancient Hindu and Buddhist cultures did. They depict and 

describe the movement of the spiritual energy through the human body. 
Mayan stelae and art works embody esoteric principles that students of Tantra 
will find familiar. The Mayan word ‘kultunlilni’ refers to the divine power and 
has obvious similariBes with the Sanskrit word kundalini. Kultunlilni is the vital 

force empowering all human growth and development. It refers to the divine 
power within man which is controled by breath. It has a comparable meaning 
to the yogic kundalini which moves through the energy centers (plexii) or 
chakras. In Mayan language, these chakras are called ‘chaclas’, the force centers 

of the body. They are described in the pracBce of yok’hah,  the Mayan yoga,  
which is a system of knowledge and pracBces based on a deep understanding 
of subtle energy dynamics. The ancient Mayas used these yogic pracBces for 
the control of energy and the influence on natural forces. The Mayan yok’hah 

means higher truth, from ‘yok’, above or higher and ‘haha’, truth. Drawings  in 
Mayan codices, ceramics, carved panels and stelae depict priests and rulers in 
parBcular poses, using hand gestures called xochab’, similar to mudras, 
chanBng some hymns termed manla, akin to mantra  or doing  breathing 
exercises named k’iik’ which make us think of yogic pranayama. Many works of 

art show people seated in meditaBon or in trance.  

 



                       

The Mayas believed in the existence of a trinity. They considered there were 
three worlds composed of the Jaguar (physical or material), the Serpent (mind) 

and the Bird (spirit). According to them, there were thirteen layers of heaven 
and nine underworlds, each with its presiding god. The ancient Hindu texts 
spoke  about thirteen lokas or spheres above the earth and seven lokas below 
the earth. The Mayas also believed in reincarnaBon and  immortality of the 

soul, just like the Hindus and the Buddhists. Both civilizaBons regarded death 
not as the end but as another step in a conBnuous cycle of life and death. The 
Indian and Mayan religions also seemed to share similar gods. In India, Yama or 
Yam is the god of death, while the Mayan legends speak of a god of death 

called Yum cimil. Another similarity is found in the sory of half man and half 
lion, the fourth avatar of Vishnu. We see a similar depicBon of half jaguar and 
half man in Mayan sculptures too.  What if the Mayan feathered serpent 
Kukulkan be a representaBon of Vishnu, the hindu god, someBmes represented 
as lying on the coils of the serpent Shesha, at the beginning of a cosmic cycle, 

while his vehicle is the serpent Garuda ? Shesha Naga and Garuda combined 
symbolize Kukulkan, the god of ressurecBon and reincarnaBon who came from 
the ocean. 

The   swasBka, a very ancient tantric symbol of advancement and permanent 

spiritual victory  as well as the shatkona (Star of David) , a hindu yantra 
symbolizing the union of Shiva and ShakB, are both found in several Mayan 
sites like Uxmal and Copan. In 1971, Dr. Alexander von Wuthenau, an art 



historian from the University of the Americas in 
Puebla, Mexico, reported a Mayan sculpture 

depicBng a ‘Star of David’ dated to the 8th 
century AD which had been dicovered in the 
State of Campeche. It is now in the NaBonal 
Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City. Dr. 

Wuthenau considered it a clear evidence of 
transoceanic crossings made several centuries 
before 1492. Dr. Wells Jakeman, a Brigham 
Young University archeologist, indicated in a 

paper read later the same year before the 
Annual Symposium of Archeology that the ‘Star 
of David’ of Campeche was the year-bearer or 
imbricated ray sign of the Mayan calendar. He 

also informed the readers of the 1972  Society’s newsle_er and proceedings 
that a shell carving of a Star of David was also found at the Mayan site of 
Uxmal, Yucatan. A 1883 publicaBon by William Henry Holmes, an American 
anthrpologist and archeologist, enBtled ‘Art in Shell of the Ancient Americans’, 

does show an illustraBon of this ‘Star of David’. The quesBon of its authenBcity 
does not arise but we unfortunately do not have any idea where this carving 
can be found. I personally remember that during one of my many travels to 
Guatemala, I had the surprise to see in a  vitrines of one of the capital’s 
museums (either the NaBonal Museum of Archeology or the Popol Vuh 

Museum) a small shell-like shatkona. The last Bme I was in Guatemala, those 
museums were closed and I could not verify its origin. 

 



Another strange coincidence is the 
depicBon of what looks like an elephant trunk associated with Chaac, the 

Mayan rain deity who, with his lightning axe, strikes the clouds and brings 
rainfall. Famous BriBsh anatomist and ethnologist GraXon Elliot Smith 
(1871-1937) was convinced that the two elephant heads found on a sculpted 
monolith in Copan had a link with India. On his part, the explorer and naturalist 

Alexander Von Humboldt talks in his book enBtled ‘Views of the Cordilleras and 
monuments of the indigenous people of the Americas (1810)’ about the 
noBceable similarity between the priest’s headdress shown on a Palenque bas-
relief and the Hindu god Gnesha. I own myself a piece of kiche po_ery (a 13th 

to 15th century Mayan kingdom in Guatemala) which unequivocally represents 
an elephant head (see illustraBon). Humboldt  may not have had a thorough 
knowledge of Hinduism, but for those who are a bit familiar with this religion, 
Ganesh is not the only elephant god in Hindu mythology. There is a much be_er 

candidate for a comparison with Chaac : Airavata (also known as Erawan in 
Thailand), the mount of Indra, the chief of all gods who is also responsible for 
the  weather and uses the lightning bolt as his weapon to bring the blessings of 
rainfall to the world of men. One of the names of Airavata means ‘the one who 

binds the clouds’. He is thus assigned the task of drawing up moisture from the 
earth to the sky. Indra then returns it to the earth in the form of cool rain. The 
close resemblance of the Vedic god Indra and his elephant mount Airavata to 



the ancient Mayan god Chaac is indisputable. We certainly are faced here with 
the same divinity. 

 

According to Hindu belief, the tortoise is the second avatar of god Vishnu. He 
appeared as a tortoise called Kurma Avatara to save the world from destrucBon 
by carrying Mount Mandara on his back. Mount Mandara was used as a 

churning rod to sBr the primordial ocean in order to obtain Amrit, the nectar of 
immortality. The tortoise thus symbolizes immortality in Hiduism as well as 
stability and longevity in Vastu Shastra. The figure of a tortoise 
is linked to harmony and good luck, while its body represents 

the earth and its shell, the heavenly world. For the Mayas, the 
turtle was associated with earth and water. It also symbolizes 
longevity and good luck. A Mayan painBng shows a god sirng 
on a turtle which has an incredible similarity with Kurma 
Avatara. There is in the well known Mayan site of Uxmal a House of Turtles. In 

some Mayan temples like Copan one can find a large tortoise or turtle statue 
facing the sacred building. It is also the case in many hindu temples in India as 
well as Java. 



Let us now come back to Sarkar’s asserBon that the Mayas used deers as draX 
animals. No archeologist or specialist of ethnozoology has so far been able  to 

uncover any evidence of that fact. First of all, we should see if animals of the 
deer family have ever been used to pull sledges anywhere in the world. The 
only deer known so far as draX animal is the reindeer. It is sBll used by the Sami 
people of Scandinavia or the Nenet and Chukchi herders of Russia for that 

purpose. The reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) also called caribou, belongs to the 
Capreolinae subspecies of the deer family, so does the white tailed deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus) of Guatemala, Belize 
and Honduras which seems to have been an 

important animal for the Mayas. Today one can 
sBll see white tailed deer in the Copan ruins 
and occasionally at Tikal and Yaxha. The deer is 
one of the most represented animals in Mayan 

iconography and is found on vases, plates and 
bowls of the Late Classic period. Post Classic bark paper codices depict deer 
beint hunted and captured in traps. Why would they trap those animals instead 
of killing them directly if it is not for other purposes than eaBng its meat during 

feasts or using its fur or hides ? The antlers of 78000 
white tailed deer have been recovered on 25 
archeological sites. It tends to show that deer could 
have been a precious draX animals for the Mayas. 
Deer antlers were used as tools and deer heads were 

worn in dances and ritual parades. The deer was a 
symbol of wealth and culture. DomesBcated white 

tailed deer must have also been extremely useful to pull sledges with all sorts 
of goods on long distances and would have been a valuable means of 

transportaBon for  construcBon materials. We know that reindeer can pull 140 
kg with a speed of ten miles per hour for several hours. We can then esBmate 
that white tailed deer, which are smaller than reindeer, could pull 100 to 120 kg 
on flat terrain and about 40 kg on slopes. On three codex-style painted vases 

from the Late Classic period, there appear to be evidence that Mayans saddled 
and rode deer. Although there is no evidence for any such use of deer aXer the 



Spanish conquest, further archeological research will be necessary to back that 
hypothesis. 

              

If someone would travel on a single journey from South India to Cambodia,  
Indonesia and Central America, he would likely be struck, beyond the 
extraordinary refinement of their architecture,  by the remarkable similarity 

between the great Chola, Pallava and Pandya temples of Thanjavur, 
Kanchipuram or Madurai in Tamil Nadu, the magnificent remains of Angkor Wat 
in northwest Cambodia, the strange pyramid of Candi Sukuh in Central Java and 
the awesome Mayan monuments of Palenque, Tikal, Caracol or Copan in 

southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize and Hondura. India, South East Asia and 
Mesoamerica share together many architectural features and elements : 
pyramids with receding steps ansd staiways leading to a stone sanctuary at the 
top like the Peten style of Guatemala,  serpent columns and banisters, vaulted 

galleries and corbeled arches, larces cut out in stone and atlantean figures 
which are all typical of Puuc style of Yucatan. In Cambodia, the temple pyramids 
gained importance in the 9th and 10th centuries, a period which coincides with 
the Late Classic period of Mayan civilizaBon.  

Vaidyanath GanapaB ShapaB (1927-2011), a foremost indian expert on Vastu 
Shastra, the ancient Hindu architectural science, claimed that there must have 
been a connecBon between India and South America where the construcBon of 
many the Pre-Columbian monuments seems to have been based on the old 

Sanskrit and Tamil scriptures on architecture. Dr. ShapaB’s ancesters were the 
builders off the great Brihadishvara temple in Thanjavur, South India, more than 
a thousand years ago. As an architect, he conBnued to build temples according 
to the same principles of Vedic architecture. He traveled to Central and South 

America in 1995 and visited Mayan and Incan archeological sites in Mexico, 
Guatemala, Honduras and Peru. He noted many similkariBes with Vedic 
architecture in terms of design, measurements and construcBon methods. He 
confirmed that the techniques used by the Mayas to erect their buildings and 

to carve their huge stones for the erecBon of their temples and pyramids 



corresponded to those sBll taught by him. It must be noted that in Vastu 
Shastra buildings and towns must be laid according to certain mulBples of a 

standard unit. Floor plans, door locaBons, sizes and heights of walls and roofs 
are all determined by a modular plan. Mayan as well as Incan structures also 
followed that type of plan. Their basic similariBes include the method of joining 
and firng stones, the use of lime mortar and the corbel arch technique for the 

roofs. Corbeling is the method by which stones are drawn in layer by layer unBl 
they meet so that a roof can be placed on top. This architectural technique was 
used in India and America in an almost idenBcal manner. The outer surfaces of 
temples like the ones found in Mahabalipuram or Thanjavur were plastered, 

embellished with lime mortar before being  painted. This method was 
extremely common among the Mayas whose structures were plaster-covered 
and then painted in red and white.  Several  other Vastu Shastra experts have 
confirmed that the layout of Mayan structures, the locaBon of doors and 

windows, the proporBons of width and length, the roof styles or the thickness 
of walls, all obey to the principles and guidelines as sBpulated in the Vastu 
Shastra of India. When Dr. ShapaB visited the archeological site of Chichen Itza 
in Yucatan, he closely examined and measured El CasBllo pyramid. It conformed 

to the Vastu principles with the same plot as a South Indian temple vimana: the 
temple structure at the top was exactly 1/4th of the base and the stepped 
pyramid design derived from a three-dimensional extension of the basic eight-
by-eight grid system. The temple room at the top also had a modular design, 
with the wall thickness determining the size of doorways, locaBon and 

thickness as well as the width and length of the structure. This pyramid was 
obviously built for astronomical purposes. During the spring and autumn 
equinoxes (March 20 and September 21) at about 3p.m,  the sunlight bathes 
the western balustrade of the pyramid’s main stairway thus forming seven 

isocele triangles which imitate the body of a snake. It wil then join a huge 
serpent’s head carved in stone at the bo_om of the stairway. This unique sight 
strongly reminds us of the serpenBne power (kundalini)  moving along the 
seven chakras in the pracBce of Tantra Yoga. The Mayan pyramids are also 

reminiscent of the Hindu mythological concept of a mountain like Mount Meru 
which is the center of physical, metaphysical and spiritual worlds.  

 



A b o u t 1 4 0 0 0 
kilometers f r o m 
Guatemala exists an incredible  counterpart of the Great Jaguar temple, Tikal’s 
finest monument. It stands just outside the magnificent ruins of Angkor Wat in 

Cambodia and is known as Baksei Chamkrong. Its pyramidal staircased 
structure is unique among those ancient ruins. Although smaller than its Mayan 
couterpart, it has analogous features and seems to be a duplicate of the Tikal 
pyramid. Or would it be the other way round ? The two temples definitely come 

from the same architectural blueprint. While the Temple of the Great Jaguar 
seems to have been built during the first part of thre 8th century, the 
construcBon date of Baksei Chamkrong is uncertain. More than 4000 kilometers 
from Angkor, on the wester slope of Mount Lawu in Central Java, we can find 

the Javanese Hindu temples of Sukuh and Cetho.  Anybody who visited the 
Mayan ciBes in Central America will be dumfounded at the sight of this unusual 
Javanese pyramid. We are encountering here again the very same construcBon 
method and architecture found in the Central American jungles. Although they 
are a_ributed to the Hindu-Buddhist Majapahit Empire, the temples of Sukuh 

and Cetho can hardly be compared to tradiBonal Majapahit architecture at all 
and must be much older. The stone stairways which rise in the center of the 
pyramid, the small surrounding structures and decoraBve items found in the 
vicinit strangely resemble the characterisBcs of Mayan temples. The Hindu 

kingdoms of Kamboja and Yavadviipa must have been stepping stones for the 
Cholas and the Pallavas before a_empBng the great Pacific crossing to 
Mayadviipa. 



 

P.R. Sarkar said that civilizaBon was a subtle sense of refinement in different 
expressions of life. The Mayas had once upon a Bme one of the world’s most 
advanced civilizaBon. Due to some inherent defects and external 

circumstances,  their great ciBes were suddenly abandoned and swallowed by 
the forest.  Many centuries later,  bewildered aventurers and archeologists 
came across its mysBfying ruins hidden in the depths of the jungle. Far away, at 
Mahabalipuram, South India, a tsunami uncovered lost temple sites and 

extensive underwater excavaBons  revealed the existence of ancien port Pallava 
port ciBes along the Coromandel coast. More than a thousand years ago, the 
unimaginable encounter between those two spaBally far-flung civilizaBons 
would have been an incredible event. The Vedic and Tantric culture of India 

sank its roots in the dynamic Mayan civilizaBon and gave it a renewed vitality. 
We actually  find  in the sacred books of both cultures this universal idea of 
moving together in unison towards a common goal.  

May this short study parBcipate to the advancement of history and bring indian 

and mesoamerican cultures closer together. 

« We should rise together. Nobody should remain behind. Not one, not two of 
us, but all together. »       Popol Vuh 

« Let us come together, let our minds be in harmony. Common be our purpose, 

united be our hearts »      Rig Veda 

  




